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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
02/03/16  

More upside action in gold until anxiety wanes or the $ rises  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD -0.30, SILVER +5.60, PLATINUM +6.10  

 

Early Gold Change +$2.30 from the prior session. 
LME Copper Stocks 235,400 tons -3,625 tons Shanghai copper stocks +17,653 
tons to 213,090 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were mostly weaker overnight with many foreign markets 
playing catch-up to the steep losses posted in the US action on Tuesday. The only markets definitively higher 
overnight were the Russian markets with the US instruments simply waffling around both sides of unchanged. 
News that CHEMCHINA was going to buy Syngenta for $43 billion in an all cash deal has provided a sign of 
normalcy in the marketplace. The US economic calendar begins today with a weekly reading on MBA mortgage 
applications, which is followed by the January ADP private sector hiring report that is forecast to have ticked down 
from the 257,000 print recorded in December. The next US data window provides a look at the ISM non-
manufacturing PMI that is expected to have ticked down from the 55.3 reading previously.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Uncertainty over the health of the global economy and the developing weakness in the US dollar is providing a 
solid fundamental support base just under the current gold price. Concern toward corporate America is also 
fueling ideas that the Fed will not continue on its course to raise rates 4-5 times this year, with some traders even 
speculating that the Fed may be forced to lower them. While this talk might be premature it has lent support to 
gold and to a lesser extent to silver. Once again seeing such massive declines in crude oil and equities fans 
uncertainty and has prompted interest and investment in gold to rise. The world's largest gold ETF saw their 
holdings rise by 4.08 tonnes on Tuesday to reach their highest level since early November, and they have now 
risen by more than 43 tonnes (or 6.7% higher) since the start of 2016. Another argument in favor of gold 
investment comes from the BOJ move to push rates into negative ground as people in Japan can hold gold and 
even if gold remains flat for the year, they will be better off than holding their money in Japanese interest 
accounts. Silver ended Tuesday lower but inside Monday's range, as the safe-haven appeal of silver is being 
undermined by the threat of lower industrial demand, particularly with steep declines being seen in the PGMs.  
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PLATINUM  
The PGM sector remains squarely on the defensive with palladium posting a sizable loss yesterday while 
platinum fell back below its 50-day moving average for the first time since January 26th. Sluggish risk appetites 
continue to weigh heavily on the PGM's, as does the downward motion in global equities and periodic weakness 
in crude oil prices. However, last month's US vehicle sales showed a decent jump up to an annualized rate of 
17.58 million, which is stronger than December's reading but below the recent peak in October. but that jump was 
better than expectations and that combined with a positive start in US equities today has supported the PGM 
complex. In contrast to gold, platinum and palladium are both seeing continued outflows from their ETF holdings 
and that in turn continues to be a source of pressure on prices.  

 

 
TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
A major resistance level for April gold is the 200-day moving average which comes in up around $1,140, while an 
important support zone remains down at an old triple-close zone of $1,116.10. The weak uptrend pattern 
continues with rising support coming at $1,119.70 yesterday and that support line rises to $1,123.40 today. To 
alter the upward bias, April gold probably has to close lower for two sessions or safe haven angst needs to drain 
from the marketplace. Silver does not appear to be tracking gold, and it could take its lead from PGM's or copper.  

 

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
02/03/16  

Falling copper stocks and less macro anxiety favors the bulls  

 

GENERAL: While copper has made decent headway with lifting well clear of its 
mid-January lows, it remains highly vulnerable to the ebb and flow of Chinese 
markets over the rest of this week especially with the Chinese New Year 
looming. A 3rd straight draw (a notable draw of 3,625 tons today) in LME copper 
stock levels provides some measure of demand-side support to copper but that 
is currently offsetting a risk-averse mood for many commodity markets. Other 
issues that might provide a measure of support to copper today are more declines in the Dollar and predictions 
from China of a 2016 growth rate of 6.5% to 7%.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Critical near-term resistance moves up at $2.0875 today. Longer term Up-trend channel support in March copper 
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is now seen down at $2.0365 and that up-trend channel support rises to $2.0460 on Wednesday.  
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